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Human Capital Management (HCM) technology is a key component to a successful global payroll 
strategy. Using a cloud-based system improves data management and reduces compliance risk. As 
global workforces become more common, companies will need a strong HCM in place to attract and 
retain top-tier talent. 

Although accurate and timely payments are critical for global payroll professionals, compliance may 
get neglected. This is dangerous for expanding companies for two reasons: 

• Governments are always increasing regulatory complexity, which puts 
businesses at greater risk of non-compliance.

• Poor compliance management hurts brands and hinders rapid growth. 

These complexities require an equal effort toward better data management and automation. 
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When it comes to effective data management for your global payroll strategy, there are three things to 
address: 

• Ensuring the data is tangible and easy to understand

• Ensuring your team has visibility, making the information easier to analyze in 
real time

• Ensuring the data is auditable, making it easier to determine data changes 
and the reasons behind them

Businesses should focus on the quality and consistency of the data entered. This is the primary 
reason for a single data source and will ensure effective data management. Global growth relies 
on the accuracy of good payroll data. When data management is done well, businesses reap the 
benefits, such as: 

• Empowering business leaders to make objective decisions 
based on reliable analyses

• Compression of business cycles and automating processes

• Effectively tracking the global performance, risk, efficiency and 
effectiveness

Improving HCM data management is critical for a global payroll strategy. When business leaders 
need to make decisions, they can rely on information that goes beyond simple payroll processing. 
They are able to make strategic decisions they can stand behind with confidence. 

Improving HCM Data Management



Strategic global payroll rests in the hands of an effective HCM technology. In order to make better 
decisions, businesses need to set up frameworks with three main goals:

• Understand your current processes

• Understand where the data is located in the system

• Figure out how to get the data into a format where it can be used and 
analyzed

Global payroll professionals need to do more than ensuring accurate and timely payroll. As 
businesses become more strategic, these traditional roles will need to expand to include process 
improvements, HCM data expertise, and risk assessments.

This empowers payroll professionals to provide a more analytical view of the company. As part of 
this global strategy, businesses should implement new key performance indicators (KPIs). This will 
help businesses measure risk and assess whether they should expand within a country or try new 
markets. 

Although some countries may appear to be ideal on the surface, hidden costs could prove 
detrimental for global growth. HCM data management can show executives tax and other cost 
increases to determine whether a country is worth scaling up or down. 

It’s important to note that as work regulations change in various countries, so do the compliance and 
tax requirements for the workforce. Global payroll professionals will need to monitor tax, labor, legal, 
HR, social security and payroll data. 

Understand the Global HCM Risk
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Global payroll is a significant component of labor risk and financial risk. Companies must maintain 
compliance and implement an effective framework for success. There are three components 
businesses should consider as they keep compliance as a focus: 

• Create compliance policies. Understand the current processes that exist in 
each country of operation, and which processes you still need to implement. 

• Understand jurisdiction compliance rules. Know where your workforce is 
located and what the local regulations are. 

• Apply company-wide compliance rules. Make sure there is clear guidance for 
each department, including payroll, human resources, legal and finance, and 
any outsourced partners. 

As the need for global payroll increases, so does the correlating need for reliable data, consolidated 
technology, and analytical decision-making. 

Ensuring Global Compliance
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